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Abstract

A New Diffractometer for High Energy Synchrotrons Radiation at the
Elliptical Multipole Wiggler at the APS
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The use of high energy synchrotrons radiation (above 80 keV) for diffraction experiments offers many advantages resulting
from the high penetration depth of the high energy photons and the small Bragg angles. The main features are: the possibility
for the study of large sample crystals in transmission geometry, simple sample environments, high instrumental resolution in
reciprocal space, the ability to utilize high momentum transfers and small correction factors for scattered intensities. The
experiments performed at this kind of diffractometer are mainly flux experiments, in which the only requirement is a
relatively small angular divergence for the incident beam in the scattering pIane. The new triple cr@al difliactometer
introduced here will be installed at the elliptical multipole wiggler beamline at the Advanced Photon Source (AI%), Because
of the high critical energy of this device, 32 keV, the wiggler will produce high intensities at very high photon energies. To
collect up to 1 mrad of the horizontal divergence of the beam, a bent annealed silicon monochromator will scatter and focus
in the horizontal scattering plane. The diffractometer will be operated in the vertical scattering plane taking advantage of the
small vertical beam divergence.

Keywords: Synchrotrons Radiation, Triple Crystal Diftlactometer, Annealed Silicon Crystal, Bent Monochromator

1. Introduction

For the past decade high energy synchrotrons radiation (E 280 kev) has been used for diffraction experiments in a tripie
crystal set up. The first test difiactometer was operated on CHESS at Cornell University in 1989’. The first sophisticated
diffractometer was built and has been used at I-IASYLAB since 19912. At present three sophisticated diffractometers exist.
Two instruments at HASYLAB utilize a high field wiggler beam line at the storage ring DORIS 1112and the undulator beam
1ine at PETRA 113.The third instrument operates at a wiggler beam line on the ESRF4. The advantages of high photon
energies result from weak interaction with matter and small wavelength. For example, the free mean beam path for silicon at
100 keV is 23 mm, for iron 3.5 mm. Therefore, even large sample crystals, as used in material science studies, can be
penetrated to study real bulk properties. Also sample environments, such as fhrnaces or cryostats, can easily be used with
simple windows or in some cases without any windows. For most elements the electron binding energies are much smaller
than 80 keV, so that generally no resonant scattering appears. AISO the other correction factors such as extinction and
polarization are small. The extinction length is proportional to the photon energy. In imperfect crystals the extinction effect is
negligible or very small. Since for small momentum transfers the Bragg angles are only on the order of 2“, the polarization
factor in this case is close to unity. At high energies the Bragg angle no longer limits the study of high momentum transfers.
High energy photons offer the possibility for combining the high penetration power of neutron diffraction with the extremely
high resolution reached with X-ray scattering and the additional advantage of having only small correction factors for the
scattered intensities. This technique has been successfully applied to the study of lattice distortionss”6’7, diffuse defect
scatteringg”y,structural phase transitions ‘0-’j and charge density stud iesz. A special application is non-resonant magnetic
Scattering’&’g. For high photon energies the magnetic cross section is only proportional to the squared Fourier transformation
of the spin component perpendicular to the scattering plane’6, which allows the study of the pure spin contribution to the
magnetic moment’g.

All existing high energy diffractometers scatter in the horizontal plane, because the polarization factor is negligible
and heavy sample environments are easier to handle in the horizontal plane. This is an acceptable solution for undulator beam
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lines with a highly collimated beam and for wiggler beam lines with a short distance of the instrument to the source. [n these
cases the flux on the sample is high. even without beam focussing devices. Because the resolution of a diffractometer is also
determined by the divergence of the incident beamz’)z’, focussing of the beam in the scattering plane should be avoided. At
the Advanced Photon Source (APS) the distance from source to instrument is in general large. The elliptical multipole
wiggler (EM W) produces photons with a high critical energy in a strongly divergent beamzz. To COIIect the available intensity
a focussing monochromator in the horizontal scattering plane is planned. In order to maintain high instrumental resolution the
diffractometer will scatter in the vertical plane taking advantage of the small vertical divergence.

The outline of this contribution is as follows: First the general concept of a triple crystal diffractometer for high
photon energies is introduced. After the introduction of the characteristics of the EMW insertion device, the choice of the first
monochromator is discussed. First results in the search for a proper monochromator c~stal are shown. At the end the
principal design and properties of the planned diffractometer are presented. F_

2. Diffractometer for high photon energies

The basic concept of a triple crystal diffractometer is the elastic scattering with three crystals as shown in Fig. 1.

monochromator

sample

Fig. 1: Schematic drawing of a triple crystal diffractometer operated in Laue geometry. The monochromator determines the
scattered wave vector ~ (]I@]lQJ) out of the white divergent beam. The Bragg angle El~for high photon energies is typically
on the order of I” - 3“ for fundamental reflections. The combination of different tilt angles of sample (uJ and analyzer ((0,)
crystals allows an investigation of the sample properties in the scattering plane in reciprocal space. In a non-dispersive setup,
as shown here, the length of all three reciprocal scattering vectors G are the same.

The monochromator selects the scattered wave vectors out of a divergent white beam. The second crystal is the
sample to be studied. The analyzer crystal operates like a slit and separates certain wave vectors k scattered by the sample.
The tilt angles (o, and (o, of sample and analyzer crystal are correlated todifferent positions in the reciprocal space around the
reciprocal lattice. point being investigated, see Fig. 2. The transformation from angular space to the position in reciprocal
space is given by AqX = k cosoe o. and AqY= G, (@2-o.),) parallel and perpendicular to the scattering vector G,,
respectiveiyzo.

The instrumental resolution is defined for the case of three perfect crystals. The rocking curve of a perfect
crystal decreases with increasing photon energy. For 100 keV photons scattered by Si 220 the width of a perfect crystal
rocking curve is FWHM= 0.4 arcsec ( 1.8 Vrad). The instrumental resolution for a non-dispersive setup, where the momentum
transfer of all three crystals is the same, for 100 keV photons and Si 220 reflections is 2 x 104&i parallel and 10“5A-’
perpendicular to the scattering vectorzo. Perpendicular to the scattering plane the resolution is determined by the acceptance
angle of the detector. In the more general setup, where the momentum transfer of the sample is different from that of the
monochromator and analyzer crystals, the energy resolution of the monochromator determines the instrumental resolution in
reciprocal space. The energy resolution is mainly determined by the divergence of the incident beam on the monochromator
crystalz’. An acceptable divergence of the beam is determined by the resolution needed in a dispersive setup. Since a good
“real” crystal has a rocking curve with a FWHM = 1 arcsec -20 arcsec (5 ~rad - 100 ~rad), the divergence of the beam
should be of the same order to optimize flux and resolution.

The requirements of a triple crystal diffractometer for high photon energies are mainly determined by the small
rocking curves. High precision of the rotation tables and high stability are required. These conditions can only be achieved

.
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with a constant temperature for the surroundings and control by angular encodersz”4, Because of the easy use of sample
surroundings, allowing in situ studies, the sample stage should be able to carry heavy equipment up to about 200 kgz.
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Fig. 2: Scanning geometry at the scattering vector of the sample for a triple crystal diffractometer. The origin of the
coordinate system qX,%.,qz is defined at the reciprocal lattice point h. Tilting the sample around to$corresponds in reciprocal
space to a tilt of the scattering vector G,. For small rotation angles a sample scan can be considered as a transversal scan
along qY.The rotation W. of the analyzer crystal can be comparedwith a tilting of the scatteredwave vector k, which leadsto
a movement along the Ewald sphere. Because of the small Bragg angle of about 2“ an analyzer scan almost corresponds to a
longitudinal scan along qx.

3. Insertion device
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Fig. 3: Calculated flux from the EMW
insertion device at the APS in 0.33 mrad
horizontal and full integration
perpendicular to the storage ring plane.
The vertical divergence of the beam is
l/y = 73 yrad. The standard windows in
the bearnline are 1 mm Be and 1 mm C.
Because of the high penetration power of
100 keV X-rays, a copper filter can be
used in front of the monochromator to
reduce the heat load on the crystal. The
dashed curve shows the expected
intensity after a 5 mm thick silicon
crysta123.

The Basic Energy Sciences Synchrotrons Radiation Center-Collaborative Access Team (BESSRC-CAT) has equipped sector
11 with an elliptical multipole wiggler as an insertion device22. This inseflion device produces a photon spectrum with a
critical energy of 32 keV. The radiated synchrotrons beam has a divergence of 2 mrad in the ring plane and 73 yrad in the
vertical plane. This device is able to produce circular polarized light on axis. [n this case the high intense Iinearly polarized
light will be above and below the ring plane. The beam will be used by three experimental stations at the same time. The high
energy diffraction experiment uses the upper cone with mainly linearly polarized light. An energy spectrum for the expected
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intensities is shown in Fig. 3. The spectrum is calculated for the cme, where only 16.5°/0of the horizontal beam size can be
scuttcrcd by the rnom.xhroma(or, this is a realistic estimate for the initial operations of the beamline. In the tlnal setup it is
planned to use [ mrad of the horizontal divergence.

!

*

Dif f-on

li monochromator

Fig. 4: Sketch of the floor plan of the EMW beamlines. The monochromators in the First Optical Enclosure (FOE) scatter the
beam into the experimental stations. For the high energy photon diffraction station the angle 20 is 3.8”. The distance F1 from
the source, the center of the EMW, to the monochromator is about 32 m, the distance F2 from monochromator to the
experimental hutch about 23 m.

A sketch of the floor plane is given in Fig. 4. The monochromators for all three stations are [ocated in the first
optical enclosure. The monochromator for the high energy X-ray difliaction beandine is 32 m downstream of the center of
the insertion device. The monochromatic light is scattered at a Bragg angle of 2fl = 3.8” (~ 1‘%0)into the experimental hutch.
The distance from the monochromator to the dii%actometer is about 23 m. Using silicon as material for the monochromator
only certain photon energies in a range of ~ 1VOcan be scattered into the experimental station. For the strongest reflections of
Si the possible scattered photon energies are: 60 keV (Sil 11), 97 keV (Si220), 114 keV (Si3 11) and 138 keV (Si400).

4. Optic for high energies

Up to now diffraction experiments with high energy synchrotrons radiation have only been done using simple monochromator
crystals. Mainiy these crystals are scattering in Laue geometry. To increase the flux an imperfect crystal can provide more
intensity on the sample. This intensity is paid for by a decrease in the instrumental resolution. The required instrumental
resolution is determined by the quality of the sample. As imperfect monochromator crystals annealed silicon2’24’Xwith
FWHM S 10 arcsec (50 ~rad), Si(TaSiz)26 with FWHM S 100 arcsec (500 prad), SrTiOJ 2 with a FWHM= 40 arcsec (200
yrad) and Si ,-XGeX5gradientcrystals with FWHM =20 arcsec (100 ~rad) have been used. The last of these crystals is special,
because in this c~stal the lattice parameter is positional dependent. Annealed silicon crystals are interesting because of their
relatively small and tunable mosaicity. The mosaicity matches the mosaicity of most good sample crystals and is therefore
the best solution for many experiments.

As discussed in the previous section the triple crystal diffractometer will be about 55 m away from the source. The
vertical divergence of the beam wi]] give a beam height of about 4 mm. Given the horizontal divergence of the beam (2 mrad)
the width of the beam would be 110 mm. Because a typical sample size is about l-4 mm, only 1-4’%0of the beam could be
used. Focusing of high energy photons with a bent perfect silicon crystal scattering in Bragg geometry has been successfully
used for spectroscopy experiments. The theory of bent monochromators and some applications are given in Ref. 27-29. A
bent crystal focuses monochromatic photons onto the sample. The bending radius R is given by the distance FI of source to
monochromator, the distance Fz from morlochromator to sample, the Bragg angle 6 and the asymmetric cut angle x:

R = 2 F, Fz/(F,cos(@)-FJcOS(x+ 6))
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[n the symmetric Bragg case the angle ~ is 90”, in the Laue case O“.The energy resolution AE/E is for large bending radii and
thin crystals determined by

AE/E = cot(e) A ( l/(R COS(~+8)) + I/Fl)

where A is the divergence of the incident beam. For a fixed Bragg angle and distances FI and Fz, the energy resolution is
determined by x, see Fig. 5. The bending radius R follows from the optimization of the energy resolution.

1 ~
Fig. 5: Calculation of the energy resolution AE/’Efor

0.8 FI = 32 m, Fz = 23 m and e = 1.9” for different
asymmetry angles x. The best energy resolution can

~ 0.6 : be obtained at x = 90.48”. For a diffraction

% 0-4 :
experiment a energy resolution of AE/E = 0.2°/0 is

a tolerable, so that the precision of the cut has to be
only *O. 1”

0.2 -
tolerable re&.&ti&

o
90 90.2 90.4 90.6 90.8 91 97.2

x

The reflectivity of a crystal can be increased by bending. Because of bending, the crystal can be described as a sum of
independent perfect Iamellas of small perfect Crystalszg.At a certain critical bending radius the size of the Iamella is smaller
than the extinction length. In this case the reflectivity of the whole crystal is not given by dynamical theory any longer. The
critical bending radius ~ri~ can be calculated by

&= Tc/2cos(e) V: sin(20) / J.’/ (r, C FJ2

where VC is the volume of the unit celI, A is the wavelength, re=2.85 10-ls m is the electron scattering length, C is the
polarization factor and Fb is the structure facto?’. For Si 220 at 100 keV the critical radius is ca. 34 m. The bending radius R
is 840 m for the EMW beamline calculated with the same numbers used for Fig. 5 and x=90.5”. Therefore, at the EMW
beamline bending will not provide an increase in the reflectivity.

The beam scattered by a bent monochromator is highly monochromatic, but strongly divergent. This is no problem
for a spectroscopy experiment, but for a difilaction experiment the subsequent crystals can only accept the divergence, which
is comparable to their rocking curves (5-100 yrad for good samples). In general a bent monochromator cannot be used in the
scattering plane of the diffractometer. Therefore, the diffractometer at the EMW beamline has to scatter in the vertical
scattering plane. ln this case the beamline can filly utilize the flux collected by the bent monochromator and retain high
instrumental resolution because of the small vertical divergence of 73 ~rad.

Because the bending radius for our geometry is larger than the critical radius, an imperfect silicon crystal will be
used to increase the reflectivity. An annealed Cz-grown silicon crystal is the only imperfect crystal, which is available in
large enough lengths. The optimal mosaicity q of the monochromator crystal is determined by the distance Fz and the sample
size, since a mosaic crystal will spread out the incident beam in 2 x q 30.For Fz = 23 m and rI = 10 arcsec (48 prad) the be~
width would be increased by 2.2 mm. considering a perfect crystal with a rocking curve width of 0.4arcsec ( 1.8 yrad), a gain
of about a factor of 25 in the integrated intensity should be obtained by the use of a mosaic crystal with q = 10 arcsec.

The mosaicity of an annealed crystal is determined by the quality of the Cz-grown silicon and the annealing process.
To find the right annealing process for a certain ingot an in situ study of different annealing processes using sample crystals
from the ingot is necessary. The annealing process for an ingot was studied at HASYLAB at DESY using 100 keV
synchrotrons radiation and a high temperature furnace’1. This ingot can be annealed to a mosaici~ of up to 11 arcsec (53
yrad). The mosaicity of an annealed Si crystal is in principal a volume effect. A simple model is the Darwin mosaic model’z,
which considers a mosaic crystal to be built up out of small perfect crystallite, which are tilted with respect to each other, see
Fig. 6.
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Laue case 8ragg case

Sca?rudm Fig.6 : Path d, and d, of the incident beam in

mrfu? s symmetric Laue and Bragg cases. In the Laue/

-;. “aiiiisr“-’’-”mm
case the beam penetrates the whole crystal. The
sum of the path length of the incident and
scattered beams is constant. (n the Bragg case
the path length in the crystal is dependent on the
penetration depth of the incident beam.

“..

To test if the annealing process is easy reproducible, a flmher sample 9 x 11 x 110 mm’ was annealed at Argonne
National Laboratory. Moreover, it was impo~t to prove that the mosaic c&tal also works in the Bragg geometry f;r 100
keV photon energy. This sample was studied with a temporary setup at the EMW beam line using 100 keV synchrotrons
radiation and perfect monochromators. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7: Schematic drawing of the test setup. The first monochromator is a perfect silicon crystal scattering 100 keV photons at
the 440 reflection in the horizontal scattering plane. The second monochromator is 18 m downstream located in the
experimental hutch. This crystal is also a perfect crystal scattering at the 220 reflection in the vertical plane. Both
monochromators are used in Laue geometry. The sample is an annealed silicon crystal scattering at the 220 reflection in the
vertical plane. If the sample crystal is oriented in the Laue geometry (m shown here), the beam has to penetrate ca. 9 mm of
silicon. The c~stai is also long enough ( 110 mm) to be used in Bragg geometry (compare Fig. 6).

The mosaicity, reflectivity, absorption length and the integrated intensity in Bragg and Laue geometries were
studied. [n both cases the photons were scattered at the 22o reflection. In Laue geometry 9 mm of silicon is penetrated. In the
Bragg geometry the beam entered and exited on a 9 mm x 110 mm long surface. The penetration of the crystal in this case is
limited by the reflectivity and the absorption length, see Fig. 6. To normalize the scattered intensity to the incident intensi~
on the sample the second monochromator was also scanned without the sample in the beam path immediately after the
sample scans. Tilting the monochromator c~stals corresponds to scanning of the beam divergence. The results are shown in
Fig. 8.

The reflected peak intensity in Laue case is about 35’?4.compared to the incident intensity on the sample. The
mosaicity is given by the FWHM = 9.5 arcsec (46 Arad) of the rocking curve. In the Bragg case the peak intensity is about 73
?4. and the mosaicity FWHM = 7 arcsec (34 ~rad). The most important number is the integrated intensity. A comparison of
both cases is shown in Fig.9. The integrated intensity scattered in Bragg geometry is 1.7 times larger than that in the Laue
case. To calculate the absorption of the sample in the Bragg case, the reflectivity of the sample was measured. For this



purpose the detector is oriented to monitor the beam transmitted through
the intensity scattered by the sample cannot be detected, see Fig. 10.
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Fig.8: Comparison of a mosaic crystal in
Bragg and Laue geometries. To normalize
the scattered intensity in a sample scan, the
incident intensity on the sample was
checked by a monochromator scan. For this
scan the sample was moved out of the beam
path. The shape of monochromator scin is
determined by the divergence of the incident
beam and can be fitted by a Gaussian with a
FWHM of 60 prad. The intensity of the
sample scan is decreased by the reflectivity
and the absorption of the sample. The profile
of the scan is mainly determined by the
mosaicity of the penetrated volume. In the
Bragg case the peak intensi~ is 73% with a
FWHM = 7 arcsec. In the Laue case the
peak intensity is 35%, the FWHM = 9.5
arcsec.

Fig. 9: Comparison of the integrated
intensity in Bragg and Laue geometries. The
integrated intensity in the Bragg case is
about a factor of 1.75 times higher than in
the Laue case. According to scattering
theory there is a factor of 2 difference in
intensity between the Bragg and Laue cases.
The ratio here is smaller mainly because
the smaller mosaicity in the Bragg case.
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[n the Laue case the reflectivity is almost 50 Y., which is the optimum according to theory32. In the Bragg case the reflectivity
was determined to be 900/o.With the resulfi shown in Fig. 8 the absorption of the crystal can be calculated. Considering a
mean free beam path of 23 mm in silicon at 100 keV, the absorbed intensity in the Laue case corresponds (o a thickness of
8.7 mm for the crystal. In the Bragg case the averaged beam path in the crystal is 5 mm. As shown in Fig. 6, only an averaged
beam path of 2.5 mm contributes to the scattering intensity. This is different from the Laue case where the entire length
contributes ‘tothe mosaicity.

Overall the scattering in Bragg geometry with the mosaic crystal was very successful. An annealed silicon crystal
seems to be the proper solution to increase the integrated reflectivity, Compared to a perfect crystal an order of magnitude
higher intensity cm be expected. It is possible to cut a 270 mm long Si 220 and a 300 mm long Si 311 monochromator out of
the tested ingot. These crystals will allow us to scatter and focus about 0.33 mrad in the horizontal plane.
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Fig. IO: Comparison of the reflectivity of the sample
used in Bragg and in Laue geometries. The
reflectivity is measured by the transmitted incident
beam during a sample scan. The photons scattered by.=

s . Laue case the sample cannot contribute to the detected intensity.
+ 0.6 [n the Bragg case the reflectivity is 90’?40,in the Laue
m case almost 50°/0.
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5. The diffractometer at the APS

The requirements of a triple crystal diffractometer for high energy X-rays diffraction at the APS are: high angular precision
and stability, a vertical scattering plane to allow a focusing first monochromator, the ability to handle heavy sample
environments on the sample stage and the flexibility allowing a study of high momentum transfers. The principle ideas in the
design of a triple crystal diffractometer for high energy synchrotrons radiation are given in the references 1 and 2. The basic
concept for this diffractometer shown in Figures 11 and 12 is as follows. The three crystals of the diffractometer have to be
on a common optical table to guarantee the angular stability. The optical table will be supported on 4 feet with translations to
align the difllactometer to the beam height. The whole table can be moved perpendicular to the beam to take advantage of the
possibility of varying the photon energy around ~lYo.

To allow higher flexibility the detector will be placed on an extra slide independent from the optical table. In this
case it can be moved up to 3.5 m away from the analyzer to increase the resolution perpendicular to the scattering pkme. The
detector also can be moved close to the sample (about 1 m) enabling the study of high momentum transfers. The detector also
has a translation perpendicular to the beam. A long z-translation maintains the detector at the height of the beam, a rotation
table keeps it in the right direction.

The three towers on the optical table can be moved on a common translation in direction of the beam (y). The
goniometers for the monochromator and analyzer crystals wili be identical. They will have three rotations to orient the
crystal. The monochromator goniometer will be mount on a simple tower with a translation perpendicular to the scattering
plane. The analyzer tower in addition has a long z-translation. The (o-rotation of the analyzer will be controlled by an encoder
to guarantee the position in the reciprocal space.

The sample tower must to be able to carry heavy sample environments up to 200 kg. A large stage permits the z-
translation of the sample tower. The u-rotation table has to support two further rotation tables to orient the sample and two

translations. The translations allow position dependent measurements in large sample crystals. The sample co-rotation will
also be equipped with an encoder. To allow a higher degree of freedom for the sample orientation, on additional arm with a
rotation table will be provided. This extra arm will be mounted on the top of the sample stage with an z angle of 60” to the
surface. [t can be regarded as a kind of K-goniometer.

The background in the beam path between the crystals will be suppressed by iron collimators and slit systems. This
COIIimating system will by mount on telescope slits, which are automatically guided in the beam direction by a rotation
connected with the z-translation of the towers.

The diffractometer will be flexible enough to enable the instrument to study momentum transfers up to 35 A-’. For
samples with low crystal quality the monochromator tower for the second monochromator can be removed to gain more flux
on the sample. For experiments without an analyzer crystal the analyzer stage can also be removed to allow a shorter distance
between detector and sample tower. Because of the encoder, a controlled instrumental resolution of 10JA-’ in the scattering
plane can be achieved.



detector tower

Fig. 11: Schematic drawing
diffractometer is in the text.

of the front view of the diffractometer planned for the APS. A further description of the
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Fig. 12: Schematic drawing of the side view of the sample tower. A description can be found in the text. To be able to carry a
heavy weight, the m-table has a counterpoint. The further ro[ation and translations of the sample are mount on this swing

assemble.
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